Arg260-Cys mutation in severe factor XIII deficiency: conformational change of the A subunit is predicted by molecular modelling and mechanics.
To explore the implications of the structure/ function relationships in factor XIII. a patient with severe A subunit deficiency was examined at the DNA and RNA levels. Nucleotide sequence analysis of the patient's DNA amplified by PCR revealed that the patient had a replacement of C by T in the codon for Arg260. RT-PCR analysis demonstrated that only one kind of mRNA coding for the Arg260-Cys mutation was expressed in the patient at a normal level. Another possible defective allele of the A subunit gene with a G-A polymorphism was not expressed (null allele). The substitution of Arg260 by Cys located on the interface of two A subunits would preclude the reciprocal ionic interaction (salt bridge) between Arg260 and Asp404. Molecular modelling and, for the first time, molecular mechanics calculated that Cys260 changed the local conformation of the A subunit and reduced the electrostatic interaction between two monomers, suggesting destabilization of the molecule's dimer.